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C reating part data libraries for placement
machines is a daunting task that can be time-
consuming, error-prone and labor intensive.

Coupled with a multi-vendor line, in which each
machine is programmed by different software (each
with its own part data definition), the result is a cost-
ly and tedious process.

Assembly machines require certain parameters to
handle parts. They include a geometric representation
of the part and handling instructions, some of which
may be derived from the geometry. Such information
currently comes from data sheets or physical measure-
ments. The manual definition process is tedious, with
no checks to ensure accuracy. Imagine an SMT pro-
grammer breaking apart a single lead of a $300, 144-
lead QFP IC to measure its width with a caliper
(Vernier), because the lead couldn’t be measured in situ.
In addition to being a waste of money, the measurement
is probably inaccurate. Or picture an expensive SMT
line left idle for 15 or 30 minutes because a part cannot
be placed and part data need to be reprogrammed.

Machine part data consist of a geometric descrip-
tion of a component (length, width, number of leads,
etc.) and various handling parameters (nozzle, camera,
lighting, etc.). Manual entry of geometric data involves
slow and inaccurate measurement methods and
numerous searches of part data sheets. Automatic gen-
eration of machine language geometry fields from the
libraries is fast, accurate and efficient.

To understand the nature of manual part handling
data definition, consider: One of the handling parame-
ters for parts is the nozzle size most appropriate to pick
it up. With manual definition, operators memorize the

table of conversions of package size to nozzle. Acquir-
ing this knowledge is a bottleneck in their training and
the source of human error, resulting in wrong picks
and placements. Conversely, an automatic process
based on electronic libraries applies a formula to cal-
culate nozzle size automatically and repeatably.

Libraries containing accurate geometric descrip-
tions for most parts in use today are available. Specif-
ic machine format geometry can be derived from
these descriptions. Other parameters can be deduced
using rules. Part data creation becomes quick, accu-
rate, reliable and automatic. Automatically created
rotation orientation standardized part data improves
and speeds up NPI processes. Adding virtual proto-
typing streamlines the process so that new product
setup no longer requires skilled labor, eliminating loss
of machine time or material (Figure 1).

Virtual prototyping removes the need for physical
machine program verification onto double-sided
sticky tape, which is costly in terms of line production
time and scrap. Virtual prototyping is a programmatic
method displaying a simulated populated board using
the geometry and rotation of the machine part library.
The simulation uses actual machine part data and
machine programs to verify the accuracy of the data
without using actual boards, parts or lines.

Libraries alone cannot do the trick. There must also
be tools that use libraries. The most important is a com-
mon programming platform for all machines on the
shop floor.Assemblers have come to rely upon a hetero-
geneous mix of machines, yet most suppliers’ program-
ming solutions fall apart in a multi-vendor line or fac-
tory. Independent software providers create software
solutions capable of programming a heterogeneous line
using similar tools and a common look and feel. These
tools not only use part libraries from all vendors and
machines, but also reduce operation costs through bet-
ter line balancing, easier operator training and addi-

Intelligent, centralized machine part
data management cuts human error.
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tional capabilities (such as reduction of feeder setup time through
calculated “grouping”1 of products in high mix environments).

Physical part libraries are also used in a variety of tasks
beyond creation and management of placement equipment parts
data. Additional capabilities include:

• Analysis of BOMs and AVLs to eliminate erroneous alter-
nate parts, saving hours of line downtime if an error goes unde-
tected until production begins.

• Automatic creation of AOI machine part libraries that can
prevent expensive machine downtime.

• Faster and more accurate fixture design.
• DfA and DfT analysis to detect part placement, solderabili-

ty and testability problems long before they cause harm on
the shop floor or, worse still, in a delivered product.

• Creation of better shop floor documentation.
The lack of central, multi-vendor, library-based parts data

control systems causes such part data to be managed on the fac-
tory floor sporadically at line computers or the individual
machine. This chaotic approach of manual data creation and
maintenance is labor intensive and often inaccurate.

The absence of centrally managed part data leads to multiple,
differing representations of the same parts on individual machines.
This can lead to inconsistency, out-of-control situations and loss of
time due to multiple machine-learn cycles for the same part.

Indeed, it is very common to find the same shape in a machine
library in many different guises; e.g., 0805, 0805-1, 0805Fred,
0805_1. Technicians resort to redefining parts because they lack
the tools to look for existing definitions. Not only is time lost to
machine setup, but machines are underutilized because of less-
than-optimal operational speed setting in the parts data.

Further inefficiencies arise in the following areas:
• Technician time is lost searching for data sheets and mea-

suring parts using a Vernier.
• When a new product is run it can take in excess of 3 hours

(depending upon the quantity of new shapes) to program
and teach the shapes. This is not only costly in manpower,
but the line is unproductive during this period.

• It is time consuming to move a program from one manu-
facturing line to another as a result of inconsistencies in the
management of part data on different lines. Long delays
result as the operator ensures that the program references
the correct parts on the new line.

The NPI process to get the first board from the line is far too
long, given these inefficient practices. With a more efficient NPI
process, prototype boards are assembled quickly and time-to-
market is reduced.

Translating the list of problematic issues into numbers helps
to calculate return on investment for the implementation of
intelligent part libraries. Assuming:

1. An average line generates $50 million in revenue a year. Its
hourly profit is $250, assuming a 4% margin.

2. ROI will be calculated for a 10-line plant.
3. Thirty new jobs are introduced every week.
4. NPI setup time on the line is reduced by 50%, from 5 hours

to 2.5 hours.
The savings for reducing NPI time alone is

30 (jobs per week) * 50 (weeks per year) * 2.5 hours per job
* $250 per hour = $937,500 per year.

Automatic generation of accurate and reliable part data from
intelligent part libraries, along with a common multi-vendor
programming platform, provides a watershed solution. Opera-
tors need only be trained on one tool. Full realization of line bal-
ancing capabilities is possible as the task of defining part data for
all applicable machines is no longer a bottleneck. Streamlined
pre-production engineering becomes a reality. Further savings
can be realized through improved operational efficiencies and
line throughput. ■

Reference

1. “Grouping” of products is a process by which a significant number of differ-
ent products that need to be assembled in small quantities in a given period
are separated to groups sharing a common feeder setup. This process
improves line uptime significantly by eliminating the need to change the
feeder setup on a per product basis.

Bini Elhanan is director of technology at Valor Computerized Systems

(valor.com); bini.elhanan@valor.com.

FIGURE 1: Manual operations (at left) rely on training operators,
which is labor intensive and error-prone. Automation (right) offers a
repeatable and centrally managed process.


